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Workflows working with MS Word 

Draft
(non accessible)

Accessible output:
- PDF
- HTML
- ePUB

Specialized 
software

Fully accessible 
document

Publish it directly online

Export it as PDF

Accessibility elements
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• Structure

• Navigation

• Lists

• Tables

• Fonts

• Figures

• Reading order

• Colour

• Metadata

Accessibility elements

Elements that need to be treated differently when 
creating an accessible MS Word publication

Elements identical in a manuscript or 
in an accessible publication

• Publication structure: built with many elements:
‒ Chapters, sections…
‒ Headings with the correct nested order: H1 > H2 > H3…
‒ Paragraphs
‒ Lists
‒ Tables
‒ Footnotes or endnotes…

Structure

• Screen readers and assistive technology use the semantic roles 
of those elements to navigate efficiently in the document.
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View > Navigation Pane

Structure

Navigation

• Navigation panel
To verify the document structure when the headings are applied in the 
document.

• Internal crosslinks
Use the MS Word integrated functionality to create index, list of tables, list 
of boxes, references to charts…

• External hyperlinks
Ideally the hyperlink is applied to a text describing the link.

• Table of contents
To verify that it generates correctly and represents the document structure 
when the headings are applied in the document.
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Accessible Hyperlinks best practices

• Unless the file is going to be printed, do not use the URL.

• Use a meaningful, descriptive and concise text that clearly identifies the 
content of the resource being linked to.

• Avoid ambiguous text, such as "click here" or "more information".

• Write out full email addresses:
– Example: Send an email to OP-ACCESSIBLE-

PUBLICATIONS@publications.europa.eu

• If a hyperlink downloads a file, mention it: 
– Example: OP map (PDF, 5.62 MB)

• If a hyperlink opens in a new browser tab or window, mention it:
– Example: Accessibility website (opens in new tab)

Accessible Hyperlinks best practices

• Visually:
‒ Underline hyperlink text.
‒ Give hyperlink text a different colour from surrounding text.

◦ Hyperlink text is usually blue, but may be any colour that 
contrasts sufficiently with surrounding colours. 

◦ Use the same colour for all hyperlinks in a given document.
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Lists

• Format using MS Word’s list styles.
• For complex lists (more than one paragraph for a single list item), use 

different formats to indicate those paragraphs which belong to the list and 
those which belong to the main text.

Home > Paragraph

Tables

• Do not use them for decorative 
purposes.

• Insert tables as tables and not as 
drawings or tab-separated items.

• Avoid merging cells and creating 
complex structures.

• Identify the heading row.
• If needed, provide alternative text for 

the complex tables.

Table Tools > Layout > Properties
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Tables with alternative text

Accessible MS Word publication
• Alternative text has to be added using Alt text 

description field in the Table properties.

Accessible PDF exported from                        
an accessible Word
• Alternative text to be added manually after 

exporting to PDF.

Fonts

• Sans-serif fonts recommended for digital publications.

F L i
F L i

Serif

Sans-serif

Gill Sans

Verdana

III
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• Avoid cursive and fantasy fonts, as well as capital letters.

• Limit the number of fonts to a maximum of 2 or 3.
– Use them to express different functionalities, such as headings 

or comments.

Fonts

Body text: Arial 12 pt.

Footnotes: Arial 9 pt.

• Font size
– Font size is readable.
– Recommended minimum size

• Left alignment.

Images and charts

Alternative text
• Provide alternative text to describe meaningful images and charts. 
• Do not duplicate the text in the caption.
• Take into account the context of that publication.

Artefacts 
• Indicate which images are decorative and must be excluded       

from the reading order.
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Images

Accessible MS Word publication
• Alternative text has to be added using 

Alt text field in Format Picture.
• Only when using MS Word of Office 365 

images can be marked as decorative 
artifacts.

Accessible PDF exported from           
an accessible Word 2016
• Tag decorative images as artifacts         

in Acrobat Pro. 

Reading order is the sequence in which the content is read out 
by screen readers.

Reading order

Accessible MS Word publication
• Images and text boxes have to be inserted as inline objects. 

Accessible PDF exported from an accessible Word
• Before exporting to PDF, images and text boxes have to 

be inserted as inline objects or anchored relative to a 
paragraph or page.
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Metadata

• [Short] title
• Author

– Usually the name of the institution, agency or DG.

• Subject and keywords

• Apply correct language for all text.

Metadata

Accessible MS Word publication

Add metadata in File > Info

• Short title in the Title field.

• Name of institution in the Author field.

• Subject in the Subject field.

• Keywords in the Tags field.

Accessible PDF exported from           
an accessible Word 2016
• Metadata need to be included again 

(not exported).
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MS Word Accessibility checker

File >Info > Check for Issues > Check Accessibility

Exporting from MS Word 
to PDF
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Export from MS Word to PDF

Save as PDF using Acrobat PDFMaker plugin for Word

Export from MS Word to PDF

Save as PDF 
(Word 2016)

Save as PDF 
(Word 365)

Print as Adobe PDF creates 
a non-accessible PDF!
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Post-processing in Acrobat Pro

• Check and modify metadata.
• Set the initial view with bookmarks and page.
• If tables had alternative text, add to table summary.
• Set decorative images as artefacts.
• Check and fix the reading order:

– In Tags panel.
– In Order panel.

Checking the 
colour contrast

3
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Colour contrast

• Text contrast ratio 4.5 : 1 (WCAG AA)

‒ Contrast for regular text against the background.

• Text contrast ratio 3 : 1 (WCAG AA)

‒ Contrast for large text against the background.

‒ Large text is a text that is larger than 18 pt or larger than 14 pt if bold.

• Non-text contrast ratio 3 : 1 (WCAG AA)

‒ Contrast of graphical objects against adjacent colours.

The WCAG define contrast as a measure of the difference 
in perceived brightness between two colours.

Colour

• When choosing colours, take into account that not 
every body can see them.
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Colour

• To convey information do not use only colour:
– Instead of  

– Use  
– Add other information (such as patterns).

– To verify, switch it to greyscale.

Start > Settings > Ease of Access > Color filters  










Shortcut for filters: Win + Ctrl + C

Color filters in Windows 10 OS
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GIMP [Windows and MacOS] 
(https://www.gimp.org/)

Some tools to check the colour contrast

Adobe Color [online] 
(https://color.adobe.com/create/color-contrast-analyzer)

Adobe Color
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WebAIM Contrast Checker and GIMP colour picker

 




Checking the accessibility 
of a PDF file
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Adobe Acrobat Pro [Windows and MacOS] 
(https://acrobat.adobe.com/lu/en/acrobat/acrobat-pro.html)

Some tools to check a PDF

Plug-in Callas pdfGoHTML 2 [Windows and MacOS] 
(https://www.callassoftware.com/en/products/pdfgohtml)

• Basic requirements

• Metadata

• Navigation

• Figures

• Structure

• Reading order

• Text

• Colour contrast

Characteristics of accessible PDF publications
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Accessibility: Basic requirements

• Document is tagged.

• No encryption / No password protection.
‒ Except if specially configured for reader devices.

• Initial view: Bookmarks panel and page.

• Magnification: Fit page.

• Document title displayed in the PDF title bar.

Accessibility: Metadata

• Title

• Author
‒ Usually the name of institution, agency or DG.

• Primary language of the publication
‒ A PDF document can only have one primary language.

• Subject and keywords
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Metadata
• Title

• Author

• Subject

• Keywords

Acrobat Pro > File > Properties > Description

Basic requirements
• Tagged PDF

Basic requirements
• No encryption

• No password protection

Acrobat Pro > File > Properties > Security
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Basic requirements
• Navigation tab:           

Bookmarks panel and page 

• Magnification: Fit page

• Show: Document title

Acrobat Pro > File > Properties > Initial View

Metadata
• Primary language of 

the publication 

Acrobat Pro > File > Properties > Advanced
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Accessibility: Navigation

• Table of contents

‒ Represents the structure of the publication and have links to the content.

• Bookmarks

‒ Represent the structure of the publication and have links to the content.

• Internal crosslinks

‒ Index, list of tables, list of figures...

• External hyperlinks

‒ Applied to a meaningful text describing the link.

‒ Not just to the web address.

‒ Not “link to”, “click here” or “more information”.

Accessibility: Figures

• Meaningful images

‒ With an alternative text to describe them.

• Artifacts

‒ Decorative images excluded from the reading order.
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Checking alternative text for images

1. Activate the Order panel

2. Open Accessibility tools panel 
from the Tools tab

3. Activate the Set Alternate Text 
tool

4. Select next or previous image

5. Full control over the alternative 
text












Checking alternative text for images

1. Activate the Order panel

2. Open Accessibility tools panel 
from the Tools tab

3. Activate the Reading order tool

4. Right click on the image

5. Select “Edit Alternate Text…”

6. Full control over the alternative 
text








Right click
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Tagging an image as an artefact

 









Accessibility: Structure

• Headings
‒ Tagged as headings.
‒ Their levels represent the main document structure.

• Lists
‒ Tagged with list tags.
‒ The nesting of list items represent the list structure.

• Tables
‒ Tagged as tables.
‒ With a header row.
‒ Not used for the layout purposes.
‒ With alternative text if necessary.
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Tables with alternative text

• Alternative text to be added manually in the PDF (Table Summary).



 



Right click

Checking the structure with Callas pdfGoHTML 2

Callas pdfGoHTML 2
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Accessibility: Reading order

Accessibility: Reading order

• Tags reading order
‒ The order of tags in the Tags panel of 

Acrobat Pro represents the logical 
reading sequence.

• Layer reading order
‒ The order of elements in the Order panel 

of Acrobat Pro represents the logical 
reading sequence.
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Callas pdfGoHTML 2

Order panel
Tags panel

Checking the reading order

An automatic tool to check accessibility in PDF

Adobe Acrobat Pro Accessibility Checker
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Detailed report

Acrobat Pro > Accessibility Tools Panel > Full Check

Questions?
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